Dierikon, 19 May 2022

Media release
Komax expands offering in India with its own testing company
At the beginning of May 2022 Komax opened its new company Komax Testing India
Pvt. Ltd. in Pune, thus increasing its proximity to customers in India’s growing testing
business. In the process, Komax has taken over the internal testing system production from its Indian customer Dhoot Transmission and integrated it into its new company.
Komax has established a new company, Komax Testing India Pvt. Ltd., in order to increase
its proximity to its Indian customers who require testing systems. The newest Komax company, located in Pune, has been in operation since the start of May, and is in the process of
gradually ramping up the production of testing systems. Up to now, Komax has been producing systems for its Indian testing customers at its production site in China.
In connection with the establishment of the new company, Komax has taken over the internal
testing system production in India from its customer Dhoot Transmission. Komax Testing India thus has employees, who are either new or previously worked for Dhoot Transmission.
“I am delighted that we now operate an Indian production company in addition to our successful, long-standing sales company Komax Automation India,” says Matijas Meyer, CEO
Komax Group. “In taking this step, we will be able to respond better and more quickly to the
needs of our Indian customers and position Komax as a quality supplier in the growing Indian
market.”
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Komax is a globally active technology company that focuses on markets in the automation sector. As a leading
manufacturer of innovative and high-quality solutions for the wire processing industry, the Komax Group helps its
customers implement economical and safe manufacturing processes, especially in the automotive supply sector.
The Komax Group employs more than 2100 people worldwide and provides sales and service support via subsidiaries and independent agents in more than 60 countries.
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Topics and insights from the world of automated wire processing: https://newsportal.komaxgroup.com/en
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